Abstract. NoSQL solutions are used for search in large data volumes of unstructured data, mostly for the search of the public data (e.g. Google search). There are important differences between Google search and Enterprise search though. The latter should expose information strongly according to user's access rights. We create a persistence model that supports high performance search in large volumes of unstructured data in accordance with user access rights. The model is based on two level data store. The primary store is an SQL database and is used for the input and maintenance of the current data. The secondary store is an Elasticsearch database and is used for the search and retrieval of data. We describe the proposed model and provide the results of the performance tests. The 2000 ECM user strong workload on 1 million document database features 0.14 second average response time on a one node database configuration on a commodity server.
Introduction
Technology advance in a number of areas (computer networking, availability of cheap storage and processing power, ubiquity of data gathering devices etc.) allows to accumulate and save vast amounts of data that could possibly be used to everybody's good. Every day 2.5 quintillion bytes of new data are created, 90% of the data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone (Frank, 2012) . This creates fundamental changes in methods of data processing and even shatters some seemingly unquestionable truths. Like: "This is a fundamental principle of every database -all the data must always be in a consistent state" (Strazdins, 2016) . We are moving to the distributed, clustered solutions, where the ACID (i.e. Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) principle costs too much. CAP theorem (Simon, 2012) has proved a distributed solution cannot support all of the three important features (Consistency, Availability and network Partitioning) and data consistency requirements are the ones usually compromised in favour of availability and tolerance for network partitioning. The BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, Eventual consistency) principle used for distributed systems talks about eventual consistency that allows for data replicas on cluster nodes to be out of sync for a short periods of time.
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Another important shift is understanding there is no "one best choice" for all cases (Vorhies, 2015) . A myriad of NoSQL solutions have been created lately that can be used to handle various types of business processes, like user session management (key-value stores), shopping carts (document or key-value databases), analytics (column databases), recommendations (graph or column databases) or social media analysis (key-value or document databases) (Vorhies, 2015) . It is not uncommon to use several data persistency platforms (NoSQL and SQL) inside one solution, the new term Polyglot Persistence has been coined to designate the approach (Vorhies, 2015) .
The main subject of our research is Enterprise search. NoSQL solutions are used for search in large data volumes of unstructured data. The example is a Google search. There are important differences between Google search and Enterprise search though (Oleson, 2015) . The most important for us is that Google search (as well as search methods supported by other NoSQL platforms) is about anonymity while Enterprise search is about security. Enterprise search should expose information strongly according to user's access rights. We aim to create a model that supports high performance search in large volumes of unstructured data in accordance with user access rights. Shermin (Shermin, 2013) develops an extended RBAC model for NoSQL databases. It is aimed to provide fine grained mechanism controlling access of users to data objects. The model is flexible and powerful and allows for dynamic allocation of access rights. Unfortunately the generic and dynamic nature of the model is an overhead making implementation of fast information search a tough issue. The model does not provide means to determine the user access rights to data objects at index time. This would be necessary to create (and possibly load into cache) fast indexes.
Related work
A simple RBAC user access control is implemented in NoSQL database Cassandra (Meng, 2016) . Permissions on database resources are granted to roles, still a role here is a synonym of user or user group. No information is available how the user access model can be used for information search. No performance evaluation is given.
Adam Fowler (Fowler, 2015) shows how to implement a user access control in NoSQL database that supports ACID transactions and pre-commit triggers. Fowler arguments that the access rights must be assigned to the data object inside the transaction that creates (or modifies) the data object, hence the requirement for the ACID support. Unfortunately only a handful of NoSQL databases supports ACID which makes the proposed method less valuable.
Enterprise Content Management
Enterprise content management (ECM) "comprises the strategies, processes, methods, systems, and technologies that are necessary for capturing, creating, managing, using, publishing, storing, preserving, and disposing content within and between organizations" (Grahlmann et al., 2012) . ECM covers a wide area of functionality (Nilsen, 2012; Korb and Strodl, 2010; Blair, 2004) (Agrawal et al., 2012) , the most important of them is the scaling problem -data volume is scaling faster than computer resources. Organisations handle larger amounts of documents, moving to cloud-enabled solutions creates large multi-tenant databases, organisations absorb social media data and streams of device generated data. The Volume, Velocity and Variety of enterprise data expands exponentially. Scaling up (i.e. replacing a smaller machine with a bigger one) is an expensive solution as 10-terabyte system could cost 100 times more than 1-terabyte system (Mcknight, 2014) .
Shirky pointed out back in 2008 -it's not information overload, it's filter failure (Shirky, 2008) . We are swiftly growing out of the old data persistence tools -the relational database systems have inherent problems of scalability (Wiggins, 2009) . This have caused a creation of wide range of NoSQL (Not only SQL) technologies aimed to solve the named challenges.
NoSQL
The term NoSQL (Not only SQL) was initially used by Carlo Strozzi (Fowler, 2015) in 1998. The development of the Google's Bigtable structured distributed database (one of the first successful NoSQL technologies) started in 2004. More than 225 NoSQL platforms of various kinds are developed so far (Edlich, n.d.) . A number of slightly different NoSQL taxonomies exist (Edlich, n.d.; Fowler, 2015; Solid IT, n.d.; Mcknight,2014) ). We will use the following:
 Key-value stores (e.g., Redis and Memcached);  Column family stores (e.g., Cassandra and HBase);  Document stores (e.g., MongoDB, CouchDB and Elasticsearch);  Graph stores (e.g., Neo4j and Titan);  Hybrid (multi-model) stores (e.g., ArangoDB and OrientDB). Elasticsearch is usually marketed as a search engine, still it is full blown document store and hence we put it in this category.
NoSQL Document databases have important advantages to offer for the persistence layer of ECM systems because they are schema-less, easily replicable and scalable (Potts, 2010) . Schema-less means that NoSQL Document databases are convenient for the semi-structured data of organizations. NoSQL Document databases are easily replicable because of their share-nothing architecture (new server nodes can be instantiated easily and data replicated between them). They are extremely scalable as data can be easily sharded (split) and distributed on multiple nodes.
When considering use of NoSQL platform for Enterprise Content Management one should consider though adding a security layer because NoSQL platforms usually do not provide Enterprise level security (Winder, 2012; Hannan, 2015 , Shermin, 2013 . Document store is the most convenient NoSQL technology for ECM (Potts, 2010; Rats and Ernestsons, 2013) still the Polyglot Persistence approach would be the best fit here to use ACID support of relational database for data maintenance and NoSQL document store for fast information search and retrieval.
Elasticsearch
We selected Elasticsearch data store for our search architecture. The main reasons are its extreme scalability as well as powerful search features. Elasticsearch database can be installed on a laptop and you are ready to start with no configuration. At the other extreme Elasticsearch can be installed on a multi-node cluster and configured to handle huge databases. Synthesio runs Elasticsearch on a 75 node cluster in two data centres to enable fast retrieval of up to 50 million of documents out of tens of billion (WEB (d)).
There are NoSQL document solutions that provide more functionality and flexibility than Elasticsearch (e.g., MongoDB) still features of Elasticsearch are a best fit for our domain and architecture in mind. Elasticsearch beats MongoDB and other platforms with similar functionality in respect to search performance. The evaluation results (Abramova et al., 2014) show that on a request flows consisting of 50% writes and 50% reads Elasticsearch performs about 4-5 times faster than MongoDB. Search against the nested objects is performed 20 times faster by Elasticsearch and aggregation -40 times faster (Marechal, 2015) . Moreover the performance of MongoDB degrades faster with the increase of data volume (Gupta, 2015) .
Architecture for Enterprise search
One cannot tell by looking at a description of a document database model whether or not it will perform efficiently. One must consider how users will query the database, how much inserting will be done, and how often and in what ways documents will be updated (Sullivan, 2015) . Hence we consider data usage patterns when making decisions about the data model and the architecture.
We propose to base the persistence architecture on two data stores. The primary store is an SQL database and is used for the input and maintenance of the current data. The secondary store is an Elasticsearch database and is used for the search and retrieval of data. The new data objects go first into primary store and then are replicated to the secondary store. The advantages of this approach are as follows:
 the load on primary store is reduced as search and retrieval requests are handled by secondary store;  data search and retrieval requests are not forced to wait for write operations to release index locks;  Elasticsearch inverted indexes are used for fast search (including full-text);  Elasticsearch sharding and replication is used to improve performance with data and request volume growth;  Elasticsearch replication is used to support high data availability. More details on the mentioned advantages follow in the sections below.
No locking
Write transaction of the Relational database involves a number of data objects (e.g., tables and indexes). To ensure data consistency the objects involved have to be locked (made unavailable) for other processes while transaction is in progress. This means that other requests (write and read) have to wait while transaction releases the locks. This leads to fast performance degradation when request load grows.
Our model profits from no-locking write provided by Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch uses Lucene indexes that are immutable thus there is no need to lock index when writing data (Brasetvik, 2013) . New index segments are created to index new data instead while index segments are merged in background later on. Thus Elasticsearch secondary database is available for search and data retrieval no matter how intense is the flow of new data replicated from the primary store.
Scalability
Elasticsearch database consists of number of shards. When the data store grows new nodes can be added to cluster. Elasticsearch automatically relocates shards when new nodes added. Thus database on 5 shards (with no replicas) can run on 1 to 5 node cluster. 
Availability
Elasticsearch database can be configured to support replicas (copies) of the shards. The number of replicas Elasticsearch must maintain is called replication factor. If replication factor is set to two, for example, Elasticsearch creates and maintains 2 replicas of every shard. Elasticsearch distributes replicas of a shard to different nodes of the cluster (thus one needs a cluster of at least 3 nodes to use replication factor 2).
Replicas allow to scale Elasticsearch database to arbitrary number of nodes. The search requests are distributed between replicas while new data is written to the main (master) copy of the shard and then copied to the replicas. A sample Elasticsearch cluster of 5 shards and clustering factor 2 is shown on Figure 1 . Here S(i) is a master copy of shard i and R(i,j) is replica j of the shard i, while N1, N2 and N3 -cluster nodes.
Shards and replicas allow to speed up data requests. Moreover -because of the replicas the cluster is functional even if a part of the cluster nodes are not available. The sample cluster above is fully functional if any of the three cluster nodes become unavailable (although every of the three nodes contain full data copy it is not safe to allow users in when connection between all three nodes have been lost -this may lead to so called split brain when users interact with three independent systems).
User access restriction model
Unlike a relational database permissions in NoSQL platform cannot be set on a schema level. Moreover, we cannot profit from use of transactions as long as Elasticsearch do not support them. Our solution is to write data object (document) in a data store along with the all user access related metadata in a single write operation. This means the additional data must be included in the write request by the application layer. The user access restriction model consists of the following:
 User is assigned a set of user access attributes (calculated out of his roles etc.);  Data objects include data access attributes;  Criteria of the search request are augmented with application layer created criteria that match user access attributes with data access attributes. The model is ECM related but might be tuned for a particular case e.g. by adding more attributes. Sample user access restriction description (in json notation) is below. The description tells that the data object is accessible to:
 User ID U1346 or  Users having access to one of the cases L11933, L13407, L14997 etc. 
ECM data model
ECM systems add metadata to documents to facilitate enterprise business processes. The metadata fields vary but the data model should mainly include:
 Full text of the document  Document title  Document number Rāts  Person in charge  Creation time  Deadline  Groups the document belongs to (e.g. case, folder, project)  Status  Array of task descriptions consisting of author of the task, person in charge, task type, task status and comments. All the information for the data access attributes described above can be found or can be derived from the named metadata fields. Still for performance reasons we add attribute containing the list of user IDs having access to the document. This is a unique list of user IDs that includes user ID of the person in charge of the document plus user IDs of the authors of the tasks plus user IDs of the persons in charge of the tasks of the document (a user ID is included in this list only once no matter how many times the ID appears in role of task author and a person in charge of the task or document).
The described data object contains parent child relation between the document and its tasks. Relational databases would use two tables and a parent-child relationship. NoSQL databases prefer aggregated models -this should mean the representation of tasks as a nested object and storing with the document as one aggregated item. Still this is not necessarily the best solution. Another option is to create two separate data types -one for documents and one for tasks and to store in a task a reference to a parent document. Elasticsearch allows to configure one data object type as a child of other one to cover this case.
The two alternatives (nested and parent-child) each has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of the parent-child model are (WEB (a)):
 The parent object can be updated without re-indexing the children;  Child objects can be added, changed, or deleted without affecting either the parent or other children;  Child documents can be returned as the results of a search request. The main advantage of the nested model is that it is generally about 5-10 times faster (WEB (b)).
It is rather important for ECM systems to search on tasks (e.g. to produce a list of tasks in progress assigned to a given user). Therefore the parent-child model looks a better candidate for our case. Still we have another solution here. The task data normally is requested for the current data, therefore we could consider a modification of our model:
 Remove older data from the primary store and keep full data only on secondary store;  Execute advanced task searches against the primary store. We could use the nested model for the secondary store in this case. We will leave this option though for the future research and stick with the parent-child model. Figure 3 shows the model in detail. It is rather important for ECM systems to search on tasks (e.g. to produce a list of tasks in progress assigned to a given user). Therefore the parent-child model looks a better candidate for our case. Still we have another solution here. The task data normally is requested for the current data, therefore we could consider a modification of our model:
 Remove older data from the primary store and keep full data only on secondary store;  Execute advanced task searches against the primary store. We could use the nested model for the secondary store in this case. We will leave this option though for the future research and stick with the parent-child model. Figure 3 shows the model in detail.
The heading attributes (Document ID and Task ID) are unique keys of the respective objects here. The attribute Document ID of the Task object is a reference to the parent Document object. We use denormalisation here and include the document number in the task object as well. This promises to be a performance improvement as document number is frequently used in task related searches. The overhead of maintaining the duplicated data is of little importance as document numbers are rarely changed. The User IDs attribute contains the IDs of the users with direct access to the document (see above in this chapter).
Execution of search
Three types of actions at three different points in time have to be carried out to enable search with the proposed user access restriction and data models:  Data objects have to be indexed with data access attributes at index time;  User access attributes have to be calculated (e.g., out of the roles and permissions assigned to the user) at user login time;
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Indexing of data objects
The document object has to be indexed every time when:
 A document is created or modified;  A task is created that has author or person in charge not yet listed in User IDs attribute;  A task is deleted or it is modified so that the person in charge is changed (we would have to read all tasks of the document to know if the User IDs list has been really changed in this case, therefore it is better just to index document). The task object has to be indexed every time when:
 The task is created or modified;  The document number of the parent document has been changed. The indexing does not lock any Elasticsearch indexes therefore this should not have important impact on the search performance. This still should take some processing resources therefore we include document and task maintenance requests in our performance tests.
Processing of user access attributes
User permissions normally are calculated out of their roles, user groups etc. Still our access restriction model is transparent in relation to access control model used. It is just necessary to assemble user access attribute values before the user executes data requests. As a rule user access rights are not changed during the user session (users may be forcefully logged out in emergency cases) hence the most convenient time to calculate user access attributes is at user login time. The analysis of ECM production database data we carried out shows that the data volume of the user access attributes usually fits into 1KB. This allows to keep the user access attributes with the user session data.
Searching
With the preparatory actions taken during the index and user login time we have all necessary data ready for fast and secure search:
 Data access attributes are stored with the data objects and indexed; data access attribute values are not changed frequently hence the search results can be stored in cache which makes the search even faster;  User access attributes are stored with the user session data. When a user triggers the search request the search mechanism wraps the access control related clauses (we call them user access filter) around the search criteria and runs the request on the data store. This makes data store to return only the data objects that:
 Are accessible to the user (i.e., match the user access filter);  Are relevant to the search criteria. Below is the sample search request of phrase "Italian food" for the user U1815 that has access to cases L18327, L20271, L22271 etc. The results are ordered by date and first 20 hits are returned. The filter part of the request selects data objects that are either available to user because she is either person in charge of the document or some task of the document, or she is an author of some of documents tasks. The match_phrase then search for the documents matching the phrase "Italian food" out of the documents selected by the filter.
This mechanism works very efficiently on large document volumes and heavy request flows because:
 The user access filter is very fast and allows to reduce importantly the data amount for the second part of the search (see explanation and  Figure 4 above);  User access rights are not changed frequently thus the results of the filtering can be stored in a cache for later reuse. The analysis of the data in ECM production databases of total amount of more than 1 million documents carried out in scope of this research shows that 60% of the ECM users have access to less than 5% of the documents (Figure 4 ).
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Figure 4. Percent of documents available for a user in a 1 million document database.
Performance
Some NoSQL database performance evaluation results are available (Abramova et al., 2014) (WEB (c) ). The evaluation is done on a number of standard workloads, e.g. as provided by the YCSB (Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark) framework (WEB (e)), with a main goal to provide the ground for the comparison of different NoSQL technologies. We use the methodology developed in our earlier EU funded research "Definition and Analysis of models for Advanced data Visualisation" (Rats, 2015) . In contrary to YCSB approach we start workload definition from user business activities (like -show my urgent tasks) and their frequency. User business tasks are further decomposed into sequences of user interactions (i.e., user request that can be executed by one or more data requests without user intervention). User interactions are further decomposed as series of data requests. This allows us to create workload and to estimate performance of our search model for the given number of business users.
We use for the performance evaluation a list of data request sequences that includes search (e.g., full-text search inside document content), filtering and processing of aggregates, as well as document and task creation and modification. We make assumptions on frequencies of execution of data request sequences by an ECM user. The results of the research mentioned above is used to assume frequencies of execution of the data request sequences by an ECM user. Table 1 shows the sample of activities and user interactions used for performance tests. Create for a given year an aggregate of document counts by months and statuses (aggMonth)
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The total workload of the defined flow for one ECM user is 985 activities or 1700 user interactions or 2100 data requests for parent-child (2000 for nested) model per month. This translates to 5.9 activities (about 12 data requests) per user per hour.
The performance have been measured for 2000 concurrent users on several test databases for two data models (nested and parent-child) and for different document volumes. The workloads have been generated for 5 minute and 30 minute test periods with 30 second warming phase for each case. The data request workloads for 2000 concurrent users totals to 24 thousand data requests per hour or 6.6 data requests per second in average. The average request execution time is 0.14 seconds for the parentchild model and 0.12 seconds for the nested model. Figure 5 shows the average execution times for the user interaction types. The performance results for filterTask request on nested model is not included because the model does not allow for effective implementation of task related searches. The test workloads have been executed on a one node 5 shard Elasticsearch database on a commodity server (CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 @ 2.66 GHz, RAM: 4 GB, HDD: 3 TB SATA).
The results are fully acceptable. It should be stressed here that one node solution does not provide for high availability as the crash of the server means the data store becomes unavailable. The smallest configuration from availability viewpoint is 3 node cluster with replication factor 1.
The test workloads have been executed on a one node 5 shard Elasticsearch database on a commodity server (CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 @ 2.66 GHz, RAM: 4 GB, HDD: 3 TB SATA).
Conclusions and future work
We defined a polyglot persistence architecture consisting of two data stores -the primary store on SQL database and the secondary store on Elasticsearch. Data objects are inserted/updated into primary store and searched/accessed in secondary store. The primary store supports ACID transactions to ensure safe concurrent processing of data by multiple users while the secondary store features fast execution of large volumes of search requests on large volumes of data.
The model is validated on a 2000 user strong data request workload on a 1 million document database on a one node Elasticsearch database (see the bottom of the chapter 10 for the server machine specification). The workload generates about 6.6 data requests per second on average. The average request execution time is 0.14 seconds for parentchild model.
We will upgrade our model further to make more profit from the scalability of the Elasticsearch database. If we have all the searchable data in the secondary store it is not necessary anymore to keep all data in a primary store. This would allow to reduce the growth of the primary store which is an important advantage because of the inherent scaling problems of SQL technologies.
Users of different business roles may have different activity patterns and hence different execution frequencies for the mentioned data request sequences. The future enhancement of the workload generation process should consider this.
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ACID
Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability. A set of properties of database transactions. A sequence of database operations that satisfies the ACID properties can be perceived as single logical operation on the data (called a transaction). CAP CAP (Consistency, Availability and network Partitioning) alias Brewer's theorem states that it is impossible for a distributed computer system to simultaneously provide more than two out of the three important guarantees -Consistency, Availability and network Partitioning. ECM Enterprise Content Management comprises the strategies, processes, methods, systems, and technologies that are necessary for capturing, creating, managing, using, publishing, storing, preserving, and disposing content within and between organizations. EU The European Union. NoSQL Not only SQL databases provides a mechanism for storage and retrieval of data which is modelled in means not restricted to the tabular relations of relational databases. RBAC Role-based access control. A method of regulating access to resources based on the roles of individual users. Access is the ability of a user to perform a task (e.g. view, create, or modify a data object). SQL Structured Query Language. The standard language for relational database management systems.
